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 HTML/CSS 3 Instructions

1. Hexadecimal numbers

1.1. Convert numbers from decimal to hexadecimal

Before we start our blog, we need to talk about how web designers specify
colors using the base 16—or hexadecimal—number system.

If that sounds a little scary, don't worry—it'll make sense soon!

As children we learned to count using the base 10 (decimal) system, which
uses 10 symbols:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The base 16 (hexadecimal) system, uses 16 symbols:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

The chart below compares counting in decimal to counting in "hex" (short
for hexadecimal).

Dec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
 Hex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13

1.2. Convert numbers from hex to decimal

OK, now let's try and go the other way!

Here's the table if you need it:

Dec 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
 Hex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13

1.3. Convert 2 digit hex numbers to decimal

The decimal (base 10) system uses 10 symbols. With up to 2 digits you can
make 100 numbers—0 to 99.

The hex (base 16) system uses 16 symbols. With up to 2 digits you can make
256 numbers—0 all the way up to 255!

The hex number FF is the same as the decimal number 255.

Let's learn how to convert a 2 digit hex number to decimal. There are
2 steps:

1. Multiply the 1st hex digit by 16.
2. Add the 2nd hex digit.

Here are a few examples of converting from hex to decimal:

22 2 x 16 + 2 = 34

9A 9 x 16 + 10 = 154

B8 11 x 16 + 8 = 184

FF 15 x 16 + 15 = 255

1.4. Convert RGB to hex

In lesson 8 of HTML/CSS level 2, you used RGB color values in your CSS code.
The RGB color model uses different amounts of red, green and blue to
produce a range of colors.

They are specified using the format:

rgb(red, green, blue)

where each color is represented by a number between 0 (no color) and 255
(full color).

In CSS, it's actually more common to specify colors using a 6 digit hex code,
which has this format:

#RRGGBB

Let's look at a few example color codes in hex and RGB:

Template does not exist: table

Remember that the hex number ff is 255 in decimal.

Extra info

The letters in hex color codes may either be upper or lower case, but it's
important to be consistent. The Google Style Guide recommends lower
case.

1.5. Convert hex to RGB

Just to make sure you've really got it, let's try this exercise:

Use the color mixer to match the color names with the hex values :

Or you may want to look at the tables with color names and hex values.

2. Element IDs

2.1. Style using tag rules

You should remember from level 1 and 2 that each CSS rule has 3 parts - as
shown in the following diagram:

The CSS selector selects which HTML elements are styled by the rule.

This lesson reviews CSS tag and class selectors, then introduces id
selectors.

Let's review tag selectors first:

1. Add a CSS rule that gives p elements the font color: salmon.
2. Add a property to the body CSS rule that gives the first line of text

on the page the font color: blue.

2.2. CSS class selectors

Now let's see if you can remember how to create CSS rules with class
selectors.

1. Inside the 1st, 3rd and 5th paragraph tags, add a class attribute
with the value: navy.

2. Add a CSS rule with the selector .navy that sets the text color to
navy.
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2.3. Using id selectors

A CSS id selector is used to style an element with a specific id attribute.

For example, the image code below has the id set to profileImage.

<img id="profileImage" src="...">

The following CSS rule adds a red border to the profile image:
#profileImage {

   border: solid 1px red;
 }

CSS id selectors start with #, which is followed by the id name.

Don't worry if you forget that class selectors start with . and id selectors
start with #. You'll use these selectors a lot, so you'll remember them very
soon!

1. Add an id attribute with the value crimson to the 4th paragraph.
2. Add a CSS rule with an id selector that changes the text color of the

4th paragraph to crimson.

2.4. Differences between class and id selectors

There are a few important differences in how classes and id's work:

1. One class can be used with multiple HTML elements. E.g. both
paragraphs 2 and 3 have the orangeText class assigned to them.

2. HTML elements can have more than one class. E.g. paragraph 3 has
the class values darkBackground and orangeText assigned to it,
which gives the paragraph an orange text and a black background.

3. An id can only be used with one HTML element.

4. An element can only have one id.

Before you make the following changes, try to predict what will happen
when you:

1. Add the class orangeText to paragraph 1.
2. Add the class orangeText to paragraph 4.

2.5. CSS selector priorities

If an element has two classes that target the same property (e.g. text color),
the rule that appears last in the CSS code takes priority:

HTML Code <style>
 .blueBackground {
   background-color:

deepSkyBlue;
 }

 .greenBackground {
   background-color:

paleGreen;
 }

 </style>
  

<h2 class="greenBackground
blueBackground">Watch the
background!</h2>

Webpage Output

Paragraph 1 in the code editor has two classes: orangeText and
purpleText.

The text is purple in the phone because in the CSS code, the .purpleText
rule (on lines 19‑21) comes after the .orangeText rule (on lines 14‑17).

 
If an element has an id and a class attribute, the CSS rule for the id takes
priority over the class rule:

HTML Code <style>
 #redtext {

   color: red;
 }

 .blueText {
   color: blue;

 }
 </style>  

  
<h1 id="redText"
class="blueText">Hello!</h1>

Webpage Output

For example, paragraph 4 has red text because the #redText id rule takes
takes priority over the orangeText class.

Try to predict what will happen before attempting each of the
following:

1. Add the redText id to paragraph 1 and see what happens.
2. Give paragraph 2 an id called lightBackground
3. Add a CSS rule for the lightBackground id that sets the

background color to yellow.

3. Review of CSS selectors

3.1. CSS selector priorities - review

OK, time for a quick review of lessons 1 and 2. Let's start with CSS selectors
for element names, classes and id's.

For this task, study the code and determine the background color of each
paragraph.

Remember that if a paragraph has a class and an id attribute, the id rules
take priority.

CSS rules for id and class take priority over those for tags like p.

1. Paragraph 1: 

2. Paragraph 2: 

3. Paragraph 3: 

4. Paragraph 4: 

<style> 
.blueBackground { 

<style> 
#redtext { 
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3.2. Priority for multiple classes

If an element has two classes that both have CSS rules, the last CSS rule in
the code takes priority.

If there are multiple p or id rules, the last one takes priority.

Study the code and determine the background color of each paragraph:

1. Paragraph 1: 

2. Paragraph 2: 

3. Paragraph 3: 

4. Paragraph 4: 

In later lessons you will learn about more complicated CSS selectors that
combine id, class and tag names.

3.3. Common bugs with attribute and selectors

This task reviews some common mistakes made when using id and class
selectors.

When adding an id or class selector to your CSS, remember: if the
attribute is typed in lower case, the CSS selector must also be in lower case
for the CSS rule to work. Likewise with upper case words.

HTML Code <style>
 .yellow {

   background-color: yellow;
 }

 </style>
 

<h2 class="yellow">
Yesss...match!</h2>

Webpage Output

See, that worked! This one however, does not work:

HTML Code <style>
 .YELLOW {

   background-color: yellow;
 }

 </style>
 

<h2 class="yellow"> Uh-oh,
no match!</h2>

Webpage Output

Also, if there is a space before or after an id value in the HTML, the id will
be ignored. E.g:

HTML Code <style>
   #mistake {

     color: dodgerBlue;
   }

 </style>
 

<h2 id=" mistake">Oops...</h2>

Webpage Output

HTML Code <style>
   #mistake {

     color: dodgerBlue;
   }

 </style>
 

<h2 id="mistake">Phew!</h2>

Webpage Output

Find out what the background color of each paragraph is
supposed to be, by finding these mistakes in the code editor:

1. Paragraph 1: 

2. Paragraph 2: 

3. Paragraph 3: 

4. Paragraph 4: 

3.4. Reviewing selectors

Let's do a quick review of selectors that have multiple classes!

The CSS selector .a.b matches HTML elements that have both classes
separated by a space, e.g. <p class="a b">

The CSS selector .a, .b matches any HTML elements that have either
class="a" or class="b" or both class="a b"

.a.b .a, .b

p class="a"

p class="b"

p class="a b"

p class="a c"

p class="c"

HTML Code <style>
 .a, .b {

   background-color:
lightBlue;

 }
 </style>

 <p class="a">Matches!
 <p class="b">Matches!
 <p class="c">NO MATCH
 <p class="a b">Matches!

 <p class="a c">Matches!

Webpage Output

For your next task, add id and class attributes to do the following:

1. On line 27, add the attribute that makes paragraph 1 pink.
2. On line 28, make paragraph 2 red.
3. On line 29, make paragraph 3 purple.
4. On line 30, make paragraph 4 blue.

3.5. More bugs with selectors

The paragraphs in this code are supposed to be decreasing in font size.
However, the code has bugs.

Fix the following mistakes:

1. Fix the mistake on lines 14‑19.
2. Fix the mistake on lines 29‑32.
3. Fix the mistake on lines 6‑12.

4. Pseudo Selectors

<style> 
.yellow { 

<style> 
.YELLOW { 

<style> 
  #mistake { 

<style> 
  #mistake { 

<style> 
.a, .b { 
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4.1. Using the pseudo-class selector

In level 1 you learned how to use the CSS selector :hover to style elements
when they are hovered over.

Selectors that begin with : are called pseudo-class selectors.

In this lesson you'll use other pseudo-class selectors as we create an image
gallery!

The :first-of-type pseudo-class selector targets the first occurrence of
each type of HTML element that is within another element.

See what happens when you add the following CSS rule to your code:
:first-of-type {

 border: 5px solid orange;
 }

This CSS rule puts an orange border around the first h1, h2, and section
elements, along with the first image within these elements.

Now see what happens when you add this CSS rule to your code:
img:first-of-type {

   border: 5px solid blue;
 }

This rule puts a blue border around only the first image inside each
element.

Now complete the following task:

1. Remove the CSS rules that added the orange and blue borders.
2. Add a new CSS rule for the first image inside each element. Include

a crimson border with the style set to inset and the width to
10px.

3. Add a bottom margin of 15px to all the images in the section
elements.

4.2. Using the :first-of-type selector

An element within an element is a nested element.

Photos
As you saw in task 1, img:first-of-type selects the first image inside
every element.

There's a way we can target the first image of specific elements.

As an example, the following code could be used to style the first image
inside each header element of a page: header img:first-of-type {

   border: 10px inset crimson;
 }

For your next task, remove the crimson border from the camera
icon:

1. Change the :first-of-type selector so that the crimson border
appears around the first image inside each section element, but
not in the h1 element.

2. Also, give the first image in each section element the background
color: seashell.

4.3. Using the :last-of-type selector

The :last-of-type pseudo-class selector targets the last occurrence of
each type of HTML tag within an element.

Now let's style the last image in our sections.

1. Add a CSS rule to style the last img in each section element.
2. Set their border to 10px, inset, teal.
3. Set their background-color to lightCyan.

4.4. Selecting elements with :nth-of-type(even)

Now let's increase the space between adjacent images.

One way to do this is to add a right margin to each image using the margin
property. The problem with doing this is that it puts too much space on the
right side of the page.

HTML Code <style>
 html {

   text-align: center;
 }

 section img {
   margin-right: 15px;

   margin-bottom: 15px;
   width: 33%;

 }
 </style>

  
<section>

   <img src="/i/1.png">
   <img src="/i/2.png">
   <img src="/i/3.png">
   <img src="/i/4.png">
   <img src="/i/5.png">
 </section>

Webpage Output

Instead, we can add a right margin to every other image.

The following code uses the CSS pseudo class :nth-of-type(odd) to add a

right margin to every odd image of the section elements, i.e. the 1st, 3rd,
5th etc.

HTML Code <style>
 html {

   text-align: center;
 }

 section img:nth-of-type(odd)
{
   margin-right: 20px;

 }
 section img {

   margin-bottom: 15px;
   width: 33%;

 }
 </style>

  
<section>

   <img src="/i/1.png">
   <img src="/i/2.png">
   <img src="/i/3.png">
   <img src="/i/4.png">
   <img src="/i/5.png">
 </section>

Webpage Output

The problem with this code is that it adds a right margin to our 5th image,
which pushes that image too far to the left.

Instead, do the following:

1. Create a CSS rule that selects the even images within each section
element.

2. Add a left margin of 15px to every even image.

4.5. Selecting elements with :nth-of-type(odd)

To complete this lesson, do the following:

1. Use nth-of-type(odd) to create a CSS rule that selects the odd
images in the section elements.

2. Give those odd images a border-radius of 60px.

5. Pseudo Selectors 2

<style> 
html { 

<style> 
html { 
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5.1. Using the :first-letter selector

In this lesson, you'll use more pseudo-class CSS selectors to create the fancy
font features often used in books and magazines!

The large, decorative first letter of a paragraph is called an "initial".

We create this feature in CSS using the :first-letter pseudo-class to
target the first letter of an element.

For example, the following code styles the first letter of each paragraph:
p:first-letter {

   color: red;
 }

Now let's start creating our own initials!

1. Create a CSS rule to style the first letter of each paragraph.
2. Use font shorthand to set the font size to 50px and the font family

to 'Georgia', serif.
3. Set the color using any hexadecimal value you like.

5.2. Combining selectors

The CSS selector p:first-letter creates a rule that styles the first letter of
every paragraph.

In a magazine article, usually only the first paragraph features an initial.

Let's combine the :first-letter selector with the :first-of-type
selector to target the first letter in the first paragraph, like this:

p:first-of-type:first-letter

1. Use :first-of-type to style the first letter of the first paragraph.
2. Only apply this to the first paragraph in the article, not in the

footer.

5.3. Creating a drop cap with :first-letter

An initial that drops below the first line of text is called a "drop cap".

Let's turn our initial into a drop cap.

1. float the initial left.
2. Add a right and left padding of 3px.
3. Add a right margin of 5px.
4. Change the background color of the drop cap to #eee.

5.4. Using the :first-line selector

:first-line is used to select and style the first line of text in an element.

For example, the following code adds italics to first line of every paragraph:

p:first-line {
   font-style: italic;

 }

1. Create a CSS rule that styles the first line of each paragraph.
2. Make the first line of each paragraph bold.

Notice that the drop cap is not bold.

This is because our current :first-letter CSS code sets the font weight for
the drop cap to normal. I.e.

font: 50px Georgia

or

font: normal 50px Georgia

The styling for :first-letter is more specific than :first-line and takes
priority over it.

5.5. Using the :not selector to add styles

:not() selects all elements that do not match what's between the brackets
().

For example:

img:not(.big) selects all images except the ones that have "big" as a class.

1. Assign the class name, "intro", to the first paragraph.
2. Add a CSS rule that uses :not to style all paragraphs except the one

with the intro class, then apply the following styles:
3. Set left margin and left padding to 20px.
4. Set the left border to 2px solid gray.
5. Set the font style to italic.

6. Semantic elements

6.1. Creating a multi-columned website

Back in HTML/CSS level 2, you used the column-count CSS property to
display text in multiple columns of equal widths. Using the CSS properties
inline-block and float you can do more than just control the flow of text;
you can arrange and size complete elements to make your sites exciting and
super easy to read!

In the next 5 lessons, you'll learn how to use these properties to make a
webpage layout.

www.stephencaver.com

www.trefectamobility.com

Note: by default, the code output will be in tablet view for these lessons. It's
best to do these lessons on a device with a screen width of at least
1280 pixels.

To get started:

1. Link layout.html to layout.css.
2. In layout.css, add a rule that gives the html file a background color

of: #ccc

6.2. Setting the max-width

Since people browse the web on various devices, it's important to make sure
your website looks good on different sized screens.

On phones, webpages usually fill the whole screen.

However, on a laptop with a screen width of 1280 pixels, you might want to
center the webpage content and have a maximum width of 700 pixels, as
shown below.

Move the slider to see the example.

Template does not exist: percentage-width-demo

One way to achieve this type of layout is using the max-width CSS property
to give the element a maximum width.

For example, on the body tag, set the following properties:

1. Set background color to: #fff
2. Set the max-width to: 1000px
3. Center the body by setting the margin to: 0 auto

Note: the max-width overrides the width.

Reminder: even though you can't see them, the web browser automatically
inserts body tags into the markup.

<style> 
body { 

Mainz Psalter, printed by Johannes Gutenberg in 1457

http://stephencaver.com/
http://www.trefectamobility.com/
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6.3. Using the <aside> element

In previous courses, you were introduced to some of the new tags in HTML5:
<header>, <footer>, <nav> and <article>.

These are semantic elements. Semantic elements have tags that tell us a
little something about their content. This makes it easier for you to
structure and interpret your code.

<aside> is another new tag for HTML5. It specifies a section of a webpage
whose content is related to the content around it, but isn't crucial to it. Think
of it as a side note; it's related but if you removed it, people would still be
able to understand what your page is about.

Let's style some of our HTML elements to make them stand out
more.

1. Set the background-color of your <header> and <footer> to
#1a9db0

2. Set the background-color of <aside> to #eee

Note:

color.adobe.com is a tool used by web designers to create and share color
schemes. You an use it to choose great colors for your site.

Reminder:

<header> : usually found at the top of every page of a website. It may
contain a heading, logo and navigational links.

<nav> : a section with links to other pages or to a specific part of a
document.

<article> : a self-contained piece of content (usually writing) within a
document, webpage, etc.

<footer> : found at the bottom of a webpage and usually contains author
and copyright information or links to related documents.

If you need more help choosing which semantic elements to use, see this
flow chart from HTML5doctor.com.

6.4. Adding color to text

It's fun adding colors to our website, but just make sure that the text is
readable!

The text in our header could be changed to become more readable:

1. Change the CSS code to set the color of the text in the header to
#fff.

2. Inside the nav element, set the text color of the anchor elements
to #fff.

6.5. Positioning the header logo

The logo image in the header is positioned too high above the page heading.
To adjust the vertical alignment of an element we'll use the vertical-align
property.

1. The image in the header has been assigned to a class called "logo".
Using this class, edit the CSS code so that the logo has the
vertical-align property set to middle.

2. Set the text-align property for header and footer to center.

7. Sizing with percentage

7.1. A browsers default font sizes

Browsers provide default styles for regular text and headings when no
additional styles have been applied in the CSS.

Regular text includes text inside <html>, <body>, <section>, and <p> tags,
etc.

Browsers set the default font size of:

Regular text to 16px
h1 to 200% of the regular-text font size. 

 (View exceptions)
h2 to 150% of the regular-text font size

HTML Code <p>paragraph -
16px

 <h2>h2 - 24px</h2>
 <h1>h1 - 32px</h1>

Webpage Output

1. Change the h1 font-size to 28px in order to make it slightly
smaller.

2. Change the h1 color to gray using rgb(180, 180, 180)
3. "Un-bold" the h1 element.
4. Change the html font-size to 28px. Notice that all font sizes are

increased, except h1

7.2. Using % to set font sizes

Up to this point, we've set fixed font sizes using px.

Now, let's have a look at how to set relative font size using %.

As we learned before, h1 headings have a default font size that is 2 times the
size — or 200% — of the font size for regular text. In code, that looks like
this:

HTML Code <p>regular text
- 16px (100%)

 <h1>h1 - 32px (200%)</h1>

Webpage Output

If we set the h1 font size to 50%, it becomes half the size of the regular text:

HTML Code <style>
 h1 {

   font-size: 50%;
 }

 </style>
  

<p>regular text 16px
(100%)

 <h1>h1 24px (50%)</h1>

Webpage Output

If we change the font size of regular text by setting the html font size to
20px, things will look like this:

HTML Code <style>
 html {

   font-size: 20px;
 }

 </style>
  

<p>Regular text 25px
(100%)

 <h1>50px (200%)</h1>

Webpage Output

For this task, we have set the html font-size to 20px.

1. Using percentage, change the h1 font-size to 1.6 times the html
font size.

2. Using percentage, change the h2 font-size to 1.4 times the html
font size.

3. Use a % value to give h3 a font-size of 25px

<p>paragraph - 16px 
<h2>h2 - 24px</h2> 

<p>regular text - 
16px (100%) 

<style> 
h1 { 

<style> 
html { 

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/
http://html5doctor.com/downloads/h5d-sectioning-flowchart.pdf
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7.3. Fixed vs. relative font sizes

Heading sizes are relative to the font size of their container element.

For instance, increasing the font size of the text inside a <header>, will
increase the font size of any headings inside the <header>.

HTML Code <style>
 header {

 font-size: 20px;
 }

 </style>
 

<header>
   Header regular text -

20px
   <h2>h2 - 30px</h2>

   <h1>h1 - 40px</h1>
 </header>

 
Regular text - 16px

Webpage Output

Let's see how elements with fixed (px) and relative (%) sizes affect
each other.

1. Set the font-size of the section element to 10px
2. Set the font-size for html to 25px — notice that it does not affect

the section font sizes.
3. Using %, give the h2 element in the section a font-size of 25px

7.4. Html & section font sizes

Any text that is sized using % is relative to the font size of its container
element.

Say we have two <p> tags, with one of them nested in a <section>. The
html font-size is set to 10px.

Then, we change both the <p> and <section> font sizes to 200%. What do
you think will happen?

HTML Code <style>
 html {

   font-size: 10px;
 }

 
p {

   font-size: 200%;
 }

 
section {

   font-size: 200%;
 }

 </style>
 

<p>Paragraph - 20px
 

<section>
 <p>Paragraph - 40px

 </section>

Webpage Output

The paragraph outside the <section> becomes 20px, as it is 200% bigger
than the html font size.

The paragraph inside the <section> is 40px. This is because it is 200%
larger than the font-size of <section>, which is now 20px.

1. Set the <p> font-size to 200%
2. Set the <section> font-size to 200%
3. Set the <header> font-size to 50%

4. How big is the <header> font-size in pixels?  
5. Set the <h1> font-size to 400%

6. How big is the <h1> font-size in pixels?  

7.5. Using % to set the padding

We can use % to set padding for an element. Using % means that the padding
size will always be a percentage of the width of the container element.
When the element size changes, the padding changes with it.

HTML Code <style>
 body {

   background: lightBlue;
 }

  
section {

   background: azure;
   padding: 15%;

   display: inline-block;
 }

 </style>
  

<body>
   <section>

     Snollygoster.
   </section>

 </body>

Webpage Output

The padding size for the <section> is 15% of the width of its containing
element — <body>.

1. Set padding for <html> to 5%
2. Set padding for <section> to 20%
3. Try viewing with different screen sizes by clicking the button on the

phone.

8. Sizing images and fonts using percentage

8.1. Using % to set font & images sizes

Let's go back to layout.html and layout.css and set the font sizes using %.

We'll also set the width of the images using %, so that their size is always
relative to the width of the element they're contained in.

743x430
Grab the bottom-right corner and drag to change the size of the container
element.

In layout.css:

1. Set the font-size of the anchor elements within the nav element
to 100%.

2. Set the font-size for h1 to 200%.
3. Set the font-size for h2 to 150%.
4. Set the width of the images in the section to 30%.

8.2. Floating images

Float is used in CSS to position an element either right or left. Other
elements on the page will wrap around it.

For example:

1. .image1 {
2.   float: left
3. }
4.  
5. .image2 {
6.   float: right
7. }

1. Add a float attribute to all images and set to the value of left.
2. See the results in the phone viewer.

<style> 
header { 

<style> 
html { 

<style> 
body { 
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8.3. Using a class to float an image

In the previous task we applied float to all images.

To apply this attribute to a specific image, we can create a class, then apply
float to that class.

For example: <style>
   .left-float {

     float: left;
   }

 </style>
 

<img class="left-float" width="75" src="/images/blog/before-
float.png">

float:left will be applied to any element with the class name "left-float."

1. Create a class called "right" for the first image in the article
element.

2. Create a class for the second image in the article element. Name
it "left."

3. Set the .right class to float: right.
4. Set the .left class to float: left.

8.4. Using % to set the padding & margins

Let's use the percentage % unit of measurement to add padding and
margins to our page.

1. Set the padding for header and footer to 2%.
2. Set the margin for the images with .left and .right classes to 2%.
3. Set the padding for aside and article to 3%.

8.5. Adding a font-family from google fonts

Let's make our text look nicer by adding fonts from Google Fonts to our
page.

1. Import "Julius Sans One" and "Libre Baskerville" from Google Fonts
to your CSS. Read instructions here.

2. Apply Julius Sans One font family to h1, h2, and nav a.
3. Add the font weight bold to h1, h2, and nav a.
4. Apply Libre Baskerville font family to html.

9. Box sizing

9.1. Review - % width and margin

In previous lessons we set fixed widths and margins using px. We also set %
sizes of widths and margins for images. Let's review by using a different
element: body.

Remember, when we set a size using %, the margin or width scales in
proportion to the width of the screen or to the fixed width of the parent
element.

1. Set the body width to 80%.
2. Set the body margin to 10%.
3. Try changing the size of the device by clicking the button on the

phone. Notice that the page automatically scales.

9.2. Review - % with images

We also used % with images.

Remember, images set to a % width will scale to a size depending on the size
of the screen or the parent element.

1. Change the CSS code to set the images to a width of 50%.
2. View the results by changing the size of the phone display.

9.3. Adding a border & padding to img

The images have been set to 50% so that they fit evenly inside the body.

Lets see what happens when we add padding and a border to an image.

1. Add a 5px solid blue border to each image.
2. Set the padding of the images to 5px.
3. Set the background-color of each image to yellow.

9.4. Setting box-sizing: border-box

We have a slight problem: since we added padding and borders to our
images, they no longer fit nicely side-by-side.

To help us understand this, lets look at this example.

An image is placed inside an element (e.g. body element) that has a wi
400px. The image size is set to 50%, which is 50% of the container. Tha
means the total image width is 200px

If we add padding of 20px and a border of 5px to the image, the total 
of the image is now 250px

This is a problem when you want two images to be next to each other on the
same line, as you can see in our two images on the phone display.

The solution is to use the box-sizing attribute set to the value border-box.
This tells the browser that the total width and height of the image includes
the padding and border. In other words, when you set an image to be 200px,
then add padding and border, your image won’t get any bigger than 200px.

HTML Code <style>
 section {

   background-color:
aliceBlue;

   max-width: 400px;
   height: 400px

 }
 section img {

   width: 50%;
   padding: 10px;

   border: 5px solid
lightBlue;

   box-sizing: border-
box;

 }
 </style>

  
<section>

   <br>
   <img

src="/i/hills.jpg"><img
src="/i/hills.jpg">

 </section>

Webpage Output

1. Using CSS, add box-sizing: border-box; to the images.
2. Add a third image by copying one of the images and pasting it

directly next to the others.
3. Change the width of the images to 33.333%.

9.5. Using % to set the border width and padding

Let's do a little more with percentages!

1. Set the border of the images to 2%.

Notice that the border disappears! This is because you can't use %
to set the width of borders.

2. Remove the border and add padding set to 2%. We'll use padding
as a border instead.

3. Give the image a margin of 2% so the pictures aren't touching.
4. Reduce the image width to 29.333%.

10. Multi-column layouts

10.1. Adding a semi-transparent background

Let's make our nav element look cooler by making it stand out more. We'll
do this by making our background semi-transparent.

1. Make a rule for nav and add the following style: background-
color: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.5)

2. Make the color even more transparent by changing the alpha
value to: 0.4

<style> 
section { 
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10.2. Using display: inline-block

By default, anchor elements are inline elements, so adding a top and
bottom margin or padding has no effect.

Setting the display property to inline-block keeps the anchors displayed
next to each other like inline elements, but allows the margin and padding
to be set on all sides of the element.

Experiment with these values in the reference, then complete the following
task:

1. Set the margin for the anchor elements inside the nav element to
1% 4%. Notice that this rule only applies to left and right margins.

2. Set nav a to display: inline-block. Margins now apply to the
top and bottom of the anchors.

10.3. Styling anchors

The anchor elements could be a little more interesting...

1. Add a CSS rule that takes the underline away from the anchor
elements.

2. Add a rule that makes the anchor elements change to the color
rgb(50, 80, 80) when hovered over.

Note: there is a current glitch in Google Chrome which affects :hover rules
for your links when viewing your page in the phone. Try to view it in a new
tab.

10.4. Creating a two-column layout

We want to create a two column layout.

In Lesson 9, we set the width of images using %.

If we want to lay out two columns that fit side-by-side, we can use the
article and aside elements, set to a width using %.

article and aside are not inline-block elements. We can change this
using the display CSS property.

We also use box-sizing: border-box; so that the width we specify
includes any border or padding applied to those elements.

By default, inline-block elements will display any whitespace characters that
are around them in the HTML file. This is why even after the changes above,
you will see that article and aside still don't fit side-by-side. To fix this you
must remove any space between the tags </article> and <aside> in the
code editor.

1. Set the width of article to 65%.
2. Set the width of aside to 35%.
3. For both aside and article, set the display property to inline-
block and the box-sizing property to border-box.

4. In layout.html, remove the space between the </article> and
<aside> tags so they are together.

 (I.e. </article><aside>).

10.5. Adding vertical-align: top

The vertical-align property sets the position of an element on the
vertical axis.

The default vertical alignment of an inline element is bottom.

For this final task:

1. Make a CSS rule that sets the vertical alignment of the article and
aside elements to top.

2. Take note of the results.

11. Media Queries

11.1. An intro to responsive web design

Smartphones and tablets have changed the way designers build websites.
The goal is to code a website that allows for the best user experience on any
device: from a desktop computer with a large monitor to a cell phone with a
small display.

The key to achieving this is to use responsive web design.

In this lesson you'll learn how responsive web design uses media queries
to adapt your webpage content to different browser widths.

743x430

Note: by default, the code output for most of the lessons from here until the
end of this course will be in tablet view. It's best to do these lessons on a
device with a screen width of at least 1280 pixels.

1. Copy the following code and paste between the <style> tags:
@media only screen and (width: 359px){

   body {
     background-color: lightblue;

   }
 }

2. Adjust the size of the phone display to see change take place!
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11.2. Using @media to embed a media query

In the previous task we added a media query that applies a specific style to
our webpage when it is viewed on a phone display.

A "media query" is simply a question asked of a web browser; "is your
screen 359 pixels wide?" If the answer returned is "yes", the browser
launches a style sheet especially for that screen size.

One way to use a media query is to embed the query directly into our style
sheet or between style tags. The format looks like this:

media rule - query - CSS rules @media (query) {
   /* CSS Rules used when query matches */

 }

The @media rule acts as a kind of container for all the style rules that are to
be applied if the query is answered "true".

1. Add a rule to your media query that changes the font-size of your
paragraphs to 150% when the screen width is 359px.

2. Add another rule to your media query that changes the width of the
body to 80%.

11.3. Using the max-width query

There are several different items we can provide a query for.

In the previous task we used width, set to 359px. This meant that the CSS
rules in our media query would only apply to the webpage if the browser
width was exactly 359px.

Using max-width instead is more flexible. max-width applies the CSS rules
when the browser width is less than or equal to the value defined in the
query.

For example:

HTML Code <style>
 @media only screen and (max-width: 480px){

 h1 {
   background-color: yellow;

 }
 }
 </style>

 
<h1>Resize</h1>
Webpage Output

743x430

translates to this:

"if device width is less than or equal to 480px, then change the heading
background color to yellow."

1. Change the query to max-width.
2. Write a CSS rule that makes the paragraph text gray when the

browser width is less than 360px.
3. Adjust the size of the phone display to see media query in action.

11.4. Using the min-width query

A query for min-width sets the given styles when the browser width is
greater than or equal to the value defined in the query.

 
For example:

HTML Code @media only screen and (min-width:
768px){

   h1 {
     color:blue;

   }
 }

Webpage Output

743x430

 
translates to:

If device screen width is greater than or equal to 768px, then change the
heading color to blue.

1. Change the query to min-width.
2. Adjust the size of the phone display to see the media query in

action.

11.5. Combining max-width & min-width

We can also combine max-width and min-width to set parameters for the
query.

 
For example:

HTML Code @media only screen and (max-width:
959px) and (min-width: 768px) {

 h1 {
   color:blue;

 }
 }

Webpage Output

743x430

 
translates to:

Anytime the viewing device is at a width between 768px and 959px, change
the heading color to blue.

1. Add a query for a device with a max-width of 767px and a min-
width of 360px.

2. Add a style rule to the query that changes the background-color
of the paragraph to pink.

3. View the results in the phone, tablet and desktop views to see how
the media query works.

12. Creating a blog page
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12.1. Creating a multi-column blog

Over the next 4 lessons, we'll take you through how to customize a multi-
column blog template that we've created. Later on, you'll use responsive
web design to make the blog look fantastic on all devices!

For this task do the following:

1. On line 2, put the name of your blog between the <title> tags.
2. On line 7, replace the existing heading with your website's name.

Note: your website should have an educational purpose.
3. Delete the text, images and <h2> elements in the <article>

element. Replace with a <h1> heading for your blog post and at
least two paragraphs of text.

4. Add at least one image to your post.
5. Using class attributes, float the image/s in your post either left,

right, or both ways.
6. (Optional) add one or more subheadings.
7. (Optional) remove or replace the logo image in the header.

12.2. Adding a list of recent posts in <aside>

The <aside> section of the blog contains links to other blog posts that have
not been written yet. You'll create these later in the course. For now, let's
make a title and summary for each.

Do the following within the <aside> element:

1. Replace the current text in the <h2> elements with your blog post
headings.

2. Replace the text in each figcaption with a short summary of your
posts.

3. Replace the images with ones that relate to each blog post.
4. Add an alt and title attribute to all images on your page.

12.3. Using hex values to customize colors

Using hexadecimal values, let's change the colors of your blog.

Use any colors you like to do the following:

1. Change the background-color of the <header> and <footer>.
2. (Optional) change the background-color of the <aside> element.
3. (Optional) change the color of the blog post headings in the

<aside> element.

12.4. Adding a phone media query

For this task do the following:

1. Add the following media query to your CSS: /*For phone*/
 @media only screen and (max-width: 360px){

 header h1 {
 font-size: 180%;

 }
 }

2. Within the media query, change the font size of the heading inside
the header so it fits on one line in the phone display. Note: make
sure it is still the appropriate size for a heading.

3. View your blog in the phone, tablet and desktop displays to see
the changes.

Note: /*For phone*/ is a CSS comment that will help you tell the difference
between multiple media queries.

12.5. Adding a tablet media query

Now we'll add a second media query for viewing our blog on a tablet.

The web browser will read and apply your code in the order it is written in.
As such, a media query for the smallest device should be last in your code.

Test the widget below. Then see what happens when the order of the code is
changed (re-order the code so the tablet query comes after the phone
query).

HTML Code <style>
   /*For tablet*/
   @media only screen and (max-width: 790px) {

   
   html {

     background-color: paleGreen;
   }

   }
   
   /*For phone*/

   @media only screen and (max-width: 360px){
   

   html {
     background-color: lightBlue;

   }
   }
 </style>

 Take note of the background color!
Webpage Output

743x430

Complete the following:

1. Add a media query for tablet sized displays with a max-width of
790px. Add it above the phone media query.

2. Create a rule for tablets; set the background-color of <aside> to
the 3 digit hexadecimal value for white.

3. Include /*For tablets*/ so you can easily differentiate between
the two current media queries.

4. Take note of the results.

13. Responsive design

13.1. Creating columns for desktop view

It's hard to read a three or four column webpage on a phone with a small
screen. It can be just as hard to read a single column of text on a really big
screen.

Responsive web design is the solution: using media queries, a multi-
column layout can adapt to the width of any device or browser!

The layout of this page is broken into 5 sections. The header and footer
have been set to sit at the top and bottom of the page.

In the CSS file, add the following styles to nav, article and aside
to align them into columns:

1. Set display to inline-block.
2. Set box-sizing to border-box.
3. Set a padding of 3%.
4. Set vertical-align to top.
5. Give the elements a width of 33.33% and height of 730px.
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13.2. Adding a 4th column

Take a look at your webpage in the phone display. The multi-column layout
neatly fits onto the small screen.

Let's see what it would look like with a 4th column.

1. Add the following code directly after the aside element:<section>
<h2>Section</h2></section>

2. Remove the space between the </aside> and <section> tags so
they are together. 

 (I.e. </aside><section>).
3. Adjust the CSS code so that all the styles applied to <aside>, <nav>

and <article> are also applied to the <section> element.
4. Change the width of <aside>, <section> <nav> and <article> to

25%

13.3. Removing columns in tablet view

Multiple columns make for easy viewing of content on a big monitor. But on
small devices, it can become difficult to see everything properly.

When using media queries targeted at tablets, it's best to bring the page
down to around 2 or 3 columns.

Let's see how to best present the webpage on a tablet-sized device:

1. Remove the <section> element from the column layout.
2. Add a media query for tablet-sized devices with a max-width of

767px.

Within the media query:

3. Set the navigation element width to 100%.
4. Set the navigation element height to 80px.
5. Set <article> width to 60%.
6. Set <aside> width to 40%.

13.4. Stacking columns in phone view

A layout with multiple columns is particularly hard to read on a phone-sized
device.

Let's make things easier by making the page content stack up vertically when
being viewed on a phone.

Use your mouse to scroll through the website on the phone and computer
monitor below to see an example.

1. Add a media query for a phone-sized device with a max-width of
360px.

2. Set the width of <article> and <aside> to 100%.

13.5. Hiding content in phone view

To make things clear and simple, many designers strip back content from
mobile versions of sites.

You can hide an HTML element by using the following display property value:

display: none

Let's see how it works!

1. Within the phone media query, add a style that hides the <aside>
element. Use the display property.

2. Compare the results in the phone and tablet views. Notice the
content is only removed when using the phone view.

Note: Try viewing a Wikipedia article on a computer screen, and then on a
mobile device like a cell phone. Can you see the differences in the webpage
layout?

14. Tablet Media Queries

14.1. Adjusting widths for tablet view

Going back to our multi-column blog, let's work on making the design more
responsive to tablet-sized devices.

In the tablet view, it's difficult to see the images in the "recent posts"
section. As a solution, let's change our layout from two-columns to one.

Complete the following while working the in the tablet view:

1. In the tablet media query set the width of aside and article to
100%.

2. Set the width of figure to 46%.
3. Set the width of the footer image to 30%.

14.2. Aligning the <figure> element

Each "recent post" is inside a <figure> element. We can align these
elements into two columns.

Add the following styles to the tablet media query:

1. Vertically align <figure> to top.
2. Set the display property for <figure> to inline-block.
3. Set box-sizing to border-box.
4. Change the width to 48%.

14.3. Adding space around <figure>

Now add spacing around each <figure> element by adding the following
style rules to our tablet media query.

1. Add padding of 5% to all <figure> elements.
2. Add bottom margin of 0 to all <figure> elements.
3. Give the footer image a top padding of 1%.

14.4. Adding emphasis to <figure>

Time to add some emphasis to the "recent post" summaries!

Within the tablet media query:

1. Change the background-color of the <figure> elements to
#efefef.

2. Set the border of <figure> elements to none.
3. Give <figure> a height of 350px.
4. (Optional) add a gray horizontal line to separate the <article>

and <aside> elements. To do so, add a border to the top of the
<aside> element.

14.5. Using nth-of-type to set margin

We want to add a vertical margin to add more space between the "recent
posts." We can do this using the nth-of-type selector, which we learned
about in an earlier lesson.

1. Add the figure:nth-of-type(odd) selector to your CSS.
2. Add a right margin of 4% to every odd-numbered image.

15. Phone Media Queries

15.1. Adding rules to the phone media query

When viewing our page in the phone view, we want all the elements to stack
on top of each other, so they are easy to read.

Add the following styles to the media query for phones:

1. Change the display property value of <figure> to block.
2. Change width of all <figure> elements to 100%.
3. Change the width of the footer img to 45%.

15.2. Adjusting font-size in phone view

The font sizes in the phone view need to be adjusted to make the page
neater.

Add the following styles to the media query for phone-sized
devices:

1. Change the font-size of html to 90%.
2. Change the font-size of h2 to 150%.
3. Change the font-size of aside to 90%.

<style> 
body { 
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15.3. Styling the navigation

The navigation element looks great in the desktop view! But in the phone
view, it's a little hard to tell one link from another.

1. To make them easier to see, add a pipe | character between each
link in the navigation bar.

Note: on most keyboards, the pipe | character is placed by holding
SHIFT and pressing the backslash \ key, which is usually found just
above the ENTER key.

2. View the results on the phone.

15.4. Setting the height of <figure>

Because the elements are all stacked on top of each other in the phone view,
the heights of the <figure> elements don't need to be set.

Within the phone media query:

1. Set the height of <figure> to auto.
2. Add 10% padding to <figure>.
3. View changes in the phone view.

15.5. Seeing the final results

Your blog looks great! Time for some finishing touches.

For the final task let's add a drop cap to the first paragraph of your page.

1. Select the :first-letter of the first paragraph in <article>:
2. Set font to 50px bold 'Julius Sans One', sans-serif
3. Set background-color to #eee.
4. float the letter left.
5. Set a right margin of 5px.
6. Set right and left padding to 3px and top and bottom padding to

0px.

Note — padding short-hand syntax:

padding: top, right, bottom, left;

16. The Div tag

16.1. Adding content to about.php

Time to give you a brief introduction to PHP — a server scripting language
used in some blogging systems like WordPress. We'll go into depth in the
next lesson.

For this lesson you will edit three PHP files that we've created; blog.php,
about.php and links.php.

PHP webpages can be created and edited in the same way that you create
HTML.

First, we'll mainly work in about.php. This page will contain a description of
the site we've been working on, as well as a short profile for each "team
member" involved in developing the site.

Complete the following:

1. Cut all of your code from responsive.html and paste into blog.php.
2. Copy and paste the <header> and <footer> elements from the

blog into the about.php.
3. In between the header and footer, add <section> tags. This is

where your content will go.
4. Add a level 1 heading that reads "About Us".
5. Add a paragraph explaining a little bit about the website.
6. (Optional) change the <title> of the page in blog.php.

16.2. Adding multiple <div> elements

The <div> element is used to split a webpage up into divisions — or groups
— of elements. We can use <div> as a generic container element when
there is no suitable semantic element for the job (like <nav> or <section>).

For example, we can use <div> tags to section off each team member's
details (name, image and job description):

HTML Code <div>
 <img

src="/images/profile8.png"
width=85%>

 <h3>Jenna Walmsley</h3>
 Writer, course

developer, event co-
ordinator, designer. 

 <br>
 </div>

Webpage Output

Do the following in about.php:

1. Below your site description, add a level 2 heading that says: "The
Team".

2. Beneath the <h2> heading, add <div> tags. Inside these, place the
name of a team member as a level 3 heading.

3. Above their name, add one of the profile images located in the
images folder (i.e. /images/profile1.png to
/images/profile16.png).

4. Under their name, add a short description of their role/job followed
by a break <br> tag.

5. Repeat the process for at least one more team member.

16.3. Styling <div> elements

Let's give our <div> element some style!

In blog.css, add the following style rules to the <div> element:

1. Change the background-color of the <div> element to #efefef.
2. Add padding of 3% and a bottom margin of 5%.
3. Change the width of the the images inside of the <div> element to
35%.

4. Add a max-width of 150px to the <div> images.
5. Float the images inside the <div> element to the left.

16.4. Using float and clear

Notice that the images don't fit inside the gray <div> elements.

This is because each image is set to float:left, so the <div> ignores the
image and only wraps around the text.

Our break <br> element is meant to be below the image (as you can see in
the CSS code), but because the image is set to float:left, the <br>
element flows next to the image along with the text.

If we assign the clear CSS property to <br>, we can control how floating
elements float around the <br>.

 
clear: left means that elements are not allowed to float on the left side
of the <br> element.

clear: right is the other way around.

clear: both means no elements can float on either side of the <br>.

 
See clear in the reference for a visual example. 

 

This forces our image to float above the <br> element, so that our gray
<div> wraps fully around the image.

1. Apply the clear: left style rule to the <br> tag inside the <div>
element.

2. Add a top, bottom and left margin of 2% and a right margin of 5%
to your images inside the <div> tags.

<div> 
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16.5. Adding content to links.php

Time to work on links.php!

Here, you'll create links to extra notes and tutorials on your website's topic.

1. Copy and paste the header and footer elements from about.php
into links.php.

2. Between the header and footer, add a <section> element with a
level 1 heading that says "Links".

3. In the <section>, add a level 3 heading for your first link and write
a sentence underneath that explains what the link is about. See the
example page.

4. Add anchor tags around the level 3 heading. Set the href attribute
to the URL of the page you want to link to. Set the target attribute
to open a new tab when the link is clicked on.

5. Using the same format, add at least 2 more links to notes or
tutorials. Remember to include a description of the link
underneath!

17. Introduction to PHP

17.1. An intro to PHP

As we mentioned in the last lesson, PHP is a scripting language used for
developing dynamic web content. It's time to really get stuck into PHP!

To write PHP files, we combine regular HTML content with PHP scripts. These
are surrounded by the start and end script tags: <?php and ?>. Using these
tags, you can embed PHP anywhere in an HTML document.

For example:

Insert <!doctype html>
 <title>Simple PHP page</title>

 
<?php

 echo 'Hello World!';
 ?>

This script uses an echo statement to output the text "Hello World!" on a
webpage.

Note: PHP statements end with a semicolon ;

Let's jump into using PHP!

1. Copy the code above and paste it into the code editor.
2. Change "Hello World" to "Hello there, I am here to help you!"

17.2. Adding a second echo

One way to add a second line of text is to use the HTML break <br> tag. This
must be included inside the quotation marks, but after the last word of the
text. Then, on a new line of code, we add a second echo statement like in the
example below: <?php

 echo 'Hello World! <br>';
 echo 'How are you today?';
 ?>

Try the following:

1. Add a <br> tag after your first line of text. Remember to include
within the ' '.

2. Add a second echo statement. Place the text inside <h1> tags like
this: '<h1>How are you today?</h1>' Remember to add
semicolon after each statement.

3. Now add a level 1 heading on a new line outside of the PHP script.
Make it say "Hello World."

4. Notice that both of the <h1> headings look the same.

17.3. Adding the current date/year with PHP

echo statements can do more than just display text.

We can use the date() function to update the copyright year in the footer of
a website. The following PHP code displays the current year:

<?php echo date('Y')?>

Output: ©2010

1. Copy and paste the code above to see the result.
2. Replace ©2010 with "Today is".
3. Replace the letter "Y" with "l" (lower case L) to get the current day of

the week.

17.4. Different formats for year/month

The most commonly used characters to represent the current date in PHP
are:

d - the day of the month (01 - 31) 
 

m - a number to represent the month (01 - 12) 
 

M - three letter letters to represent the month, (Jan) 
 

Y - the year (2017) 
 

y - two digits to represent the year (17) 
 

D - three letters to represent the day the of the week (mon) 
 

l (lower case 'L') - the day of the week (Monday) 
 

F - the month in textual form (January)

We can use other characters like /, . or - in between a few of the characters
above to display the full date:

<?php echo date('D-d-M'); ?>

Output: Tue-29-Nov

Edit your PHP code to output the current date using date().

1. On line 5, write the date in this format: Jan-10-2015 (example).
2. On line 6, write the date in this format: Monday 10 January 2015

(example).
3. On line 7, write the date in this format: Mon 10/01/15 (example).

17.5. Adding the current time with PHP

We can also get the current time using date().

Here are some commonly used characters for times in PHP:

 
h - 12-hour format (01 - 12) H - 24-hour format (00 - 23) i - Minutes (00 - 59)
s - Seconds (00 - 59) a - Lowercase am or pm

 
To use these characters to output the current time, we add : between each: 

 
echo date('H:i:a')

Output: 22:38:51

Edit your PHP code to output the current time using date().

1. On line 5, show the time in 12-hour format with minutes. Include
am/pm. (E.g. 3:30pm)

2. On line 6, show the time in 24-hour format, with minutes and
seconds. (E.g. 15:30:55)

18. PHP include statements
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18.1. Using HTML entities

Several symbols don't exist on the standard keyboard, like the copyright and
trademark symbols, or a foreign currency symbol.

To display these characters on our websites we use "HTML entities." "Entity"
is a fancy term for a symbol.

There are three parts to every entity:

Each begins with an ampersand: & 
followed by the entity's name: e.g. copy

 and ends with a semicolon: ;

Combine the three - &copy; - to get the copyright symbol ©.

To output "©2015," we use the following code:

HTML Code &copy;<?php
echo  date("Y"); ?>

Webpage Output

Let's make some changes to the header and footer of your blog in
blog.php:

1. Add the copyright symbol to the footer using its HTML entity.
Follow it with the PHP date() function to display the current year.

2. Add the copyright symbol and date to the footer of the other
files.

3. Within the navigation nav element of each file, replace the word
"tutorials" with "Links".

18.2. Moving the header & footer into separate files

Websites with lots of pages often have the same header and footer on
every page.

If we wanted to make changes to the footer, it would be really annoying to
have to make changes on every single page.

To avoid this problem, we can put our header and footer in separate files
and use the PHP include statement. This applies the content of those files
to the rest of our files. That way, the header and footer can be edited in one
place, but apply to all our files.

For this task:

1. Cut and paste the header from blog.php into header.php.
2. Cut and paste the footer from blog.php into footer.php.
3. Remove the header and footer from each of the other PHP files.

18.3. Using PHP to include the footer

Now we'll use the PHP include statement so our header and footer will
display on all of our webpages.

The include statement takes all of the text/code within a specified file, and
copies it into another file.

To see this in action, do the following:

1. Copy the following include statement and paste it at the bottom
of each of your PHP files: <?php include 'footer.php'?>

2. Each file with this include statement, now displays the content in
footer.php.

18.4. Using PHP to include the header

Now let's do the same thing with our header.

1. Add a PHP include statement to display our header above the
section or article in each file.

2. Make the following changes to header.php: link "Blog" to
blog.php, "About" to about.php, and "Links" to links.php.

It would have taken much longer to make those changes to the header if we
had to edit each file individually.

18.5. Using include vs. require statements

To include a file that is crucial to your website, we use the PHP require
statement.

It is the same as the include statement, but with one difference: when we
use require, the script will stop running if the required file is not found
and produces an error message.

When we use include, the script will run even if the file is not found.

Because the header is crucial for the site to function, let’s change
all of the include statements to require statements:

1. Change the include statement in blog.php to a require statement.
Make the file require header.php.

2. Repeat the process, making about.php require header.php.
3. Do the same for links.php.

19. PHP Functions

19.1. PHP commands for blog posts

WordPress is software that makes it easy to create and manage your own
website or blog. It’s powered by the PHP coding language and is used in one
in four websites!

In this lesson, we’ll introduce you to some basic PHP commands, similar to
those used in WordPress. You’ll use these to create a blog index, a sidebar,
and blog posts!

There are 4 values we need to input into the code for the browser to run the
commands: "title", "image", "author" and "content".

We've created a blog folder for you that contains 4 blog post files, labeled as
blog/1.html through to blog/4.html. Note: "blog" is the containing folder and
"1.html" is the file name.

Add the following to the blog/1.html template:

1. On line 1 after "title:" add the title of your first blog post.
2. On line 2 after "image:" place the URL of an image for your blog

post.
3. On line 3 after "author:" write the name of the author of the blog

post.
4. Add at least 3 paragraphs of text in the content section (a line or

two below "author:").
5. (Optional) use <h2> for a subheadings.
6. (Optional) add images to your content section using the <img> tag.

19.2. Adding more blog posts

We need to add values to three more blog post templates:

1. Add "title", "image" and "author" values to blog/2.html, blog/3.html
and blog/4.html.

2. Add at least 3 paragraphs of text as content.
3. (Optional) use <h2> for a subheadings.
4. (Optional) add images to your content section using the <img> tag.

&copy;<?php echo  
date("Y"); ?> 
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19.3. Setting up an index page with create_index()

WordPress has many stored PHP commands that behave like plug-ins,
adding features and functionality to a blog. We surround a command with
PHP script tags <?php ?> to use that command.

One example of a WordPress command is:

<?php get_header_image(); ?>

This is used to retrieve the header image for a custom header.

We've created some similar commands for you to use in building your blog.

To set up your index page, you will use a command that we have created:
create_index(). Basically, this command will search through all the files in
your blog folder, retrieve the values for "title", "image", and "content" and
display them neatly in index.php.

The page displays the title, image and a snippet of the
content you typed into your blog post files

Complete the following in index.php:

1. On line 2 type the words "Blog Index" and surround them with
<title> tags.

2. On line 3 add a stylesheet <link> tag. Set the href attribute to
blog.css.

3. On line 5 add a PHP require statement to include your header in
index.php.

4. On line 7 add a PHP statement with the create_index()
command.

5. On line 9 add a PHP include statement to include the footer in
the file.

19.4. Combining PHP statements

At the moment, we're using three PHP statements to include our header and
footer in the page and to use the create_index() command.

We don't need three separate PHP statements to do all this, when we can
combine them! To do this, we place all of the statements inside one set of
PHP script tags <?php ?> like this: <?php

 require statement;
 function();

 include statement;
 ?>

Following the example above, combine require 'header.php',
create_index() and include 'footer.php' into a single PHP statement.

19.5. Linking blog to index

"Blog" in the nav element needs to link to the index page, where the user
can choose which blog post to view.

1. Adjust the anchor tags around "Blog" in header.php so it links to
index.php.

2. Test the link.

20. PHP Post & Sidebar

20.1. Using the create_siderbar() command

get_sidebar is a WordPress command which loads a sidebar template.

We have created a similar command called create_sidebar().

This generates a sidebar that features the title and image values from each
post in our blog folder, along with a small snippet of the content of each.

Using this command means that every time a new post is written, the
sidebar is automatically updated.

Make the following changes to blog.php:

1. Remove the HTML code for article and aside.
2. In between the header and footer, add a PHP statement that runs

the create_sidebar() command.
3. View changes in phone, tablet and desktop view.

20.2. Retrieving blog posts with the_post()

Another WordPress command is the_post(). When a link in a sidebar or
index is clicked, it loops through a post index and retrieves and displays
the selected post.

We've made a similar command, also called the_post(). Let's add it to our
blog page so our users can select which of our posts to display.

Make the following changes to blog.php:

1. Add a set of PHP tags between the PHP statements for header and
sidebar.

2. Place the_post() command inside the PHP tags.

Note: you wont see any effect take place just yet.

20.3. Setting a blog post as the default

We view a blog post on blog.php by selecting a post from the index or
sidebar. In some cases, however, blog.php may be loaded through a link
from another website, where a specific post isn’t able to be selected. PHP
allows us to specify a default post to display on blog.php in these kinds of
cases.

We do this by placing the file path of our intended default post between the
brackets in the-post().

For example: the_post('post/mypost.html')

This code sets the file "mypost.html" as the default post, which is located in
the post folder.

Using the_post(), complete the following:

1. Make 1.html (located in the blog folder), the default post to be
displayed on blog.php.

2. Change the file path to make 2.html the default file. Note the
changes.

3. Change the file path back to blog/1.html.

Note: you may not see results at this point.

20.4. Displaying the title & content of the blog post

Here are 2 more commands similar to those used in WordPress:

 
the_title() displays the title of the selected post.

the_content() displays the content of the selected post.

 
We'll add them to blog.php to get our blog working.

 

1. Under the_post() add a PHP statement for the_title()
command.

2. Surround the_title() statement with <h1> tags to set the blog
title as heading.

3. Under the_title(), add another statement for the_content()
command.

4. Surround the content and title PHP statements with <article>
tags, to set the post as an article.

20.5. Using the_author() command

Finally, let's use a command called the_author(), also used in WordPress.
This displays the name of the author of the current post.

1. Underneath the_content() and within the <article> tags, add
another PHP statement for the_author() command.

2. Surround the the_author() PHP statement with <h3> tags.
3. In blog.css set the font-style of h3 to italic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing)
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